¥ systems consisting of a collection of reactive domains separated by chemically inactive regions ¦ are considered. The reactive dynamics is governed by a multistep reaction mechanism and each reactive domain is specific to a particular elementary step or collection of elementary steps of the global reaction mechanism. Far-from-equilibrium situations where the global kinetics can give rise to complex states such § as bistability or oscillations are studied. A general method for the calculation of the average concentration on each reactive domain is presented. The effects of compartmentalization are illustrated by a study of the influence of diffusion, reactive domain size, and domain distribution on the nature of the stationary states of the Schlo © gl model. Compartmentalization can drive the system into and out of the bistable regime of this reactive system. §
INTRODUCTION
If a chemical reaction comprising several elementary steps takes place in a medium where the reacting species are uniformly dispersed on scales which are small compared to the diffusion length, one expects the mass action rate laws to describe ! the dynamics of the chemical concentrations. If instead the system is inhomogeneous and each elementary reaction " step, or subset of elementary steps, takes place in a specific spatial region of the medium, modifications of the reaction dynamics may appear. Such compartmentalized reaction " kinetics can arise from an inhomogeneous distribution of # specific catalytic domains $ 1 % ; in biological contexts it might occur when reactions take place only in specialized organelles # in the cell & 2 '
. Some ( limiting cases will serve to illustrate the effects of compartmentalization. )
Suppose the domains that catalyze specific reaction steps are finely dispersed. In this circumstance the reactive domains in small coarse grained regions of # the system will be coupled strongly by diffusion. All steps of # the reaction mechanism will contribute and the dynamics will 0 be described by the global reaction mechanism. Next, consider ) the case where the domains are large compared to the diffusion length in the system. In the interior of each catalytic ) domain one will observe behavior corresponding to the particular step of the reaction mechanism that takes place on # the domain but the domains themselves will be coupled by 1 diffusion. We investigate how reactive dynamics changes from 2 that described locally by specific reaction steps to global 1 behavior involving the full reaction mechanism.
Interesting situations may arise in autocatalytic reactions carried ) out under far from equilibrium conditions which have been 1 studied extensively 3 3 4 5 . The effects of inhomogeneities have been the topics of recent investigations. For example, inhomogeneous illumination of the light-sensitive BelousovZhabotinsky 6 reaction can cause certain steps of the reaction mechanism 7
to occur at different rates inducing variable excitability ) in the medium 8 4 ,59 . conditions. The conclusions of the study along with comments on other types of compartmentalized reaction dynamics are presented in Sec. V.
II. COMPARTMENTALIZED CHEMICAL REACTIONS
We V consider a system with m d chemically )
reactive species where 0 the overall reaction mechanism consists of n e elemen-W tary steps
Here
the stoichiometric coefficients for reaction step , b and the forward and reverse rate constants for this step are k d and
respectively. Fig. 1 . Such ( a system is described by a reaction-diffusion equation
to appropriate boundary and initial conditions. Here
is the vector of local concentrations for species
the diffusion coefficient matrix assumed to be constant and diagonal and R c v (
is the vector of reaction rates whose elements can be written as
is a characteristic function which is unity within domain ! i p and " zero otherwise,
is the initial condition, n is the unit vector normal to the boundary surface of the system, and dS Ù we consider the concentration field averaged " over the domain, 
where 0 l q signifies l t tensor contractions. For widely separated domains we may retain only the monopole term l t 0i É n the above sum to obtain
In general the reaction rates will be nonlinear functions of the concentration fields so the volume average will be difficult )
to compute exactly. If we neglect the spatial structure of the concentration field over a domain we may write
In this approximation the terms for j ù
of the volume average of the Green function over
a quantity which is easily computed once the Green function is known.
The
of spatial points within a single domain and the multipole X expansion cannot be used. However, as in the case of the off-diagonal terms, we may still approximate the reaction rate G within a domain by its value at the mean concentration within 0 the domain so that
neglects reactive correlations within a domain. The diagonal ! terms then involve the double integral of the Green function 2 over domain j ù , b a quantity which is again easily computed X if the Green function is known. Using Ú these approximations, Eq.
given by
equations. The complexity of this set of equations will depend on the number of domains and " their spatial configurations. We shall explore the validity of # this reduction in the sequel; however, before doing this we may construct a further approximate solution which will allow one to consider complicated configurations of reactive domains. ! Mean-field approximation. As a further simplification, particularly X useful when the number of domains is large and randomly distributed, one can sum over all like domains to obtain # their mean concentrations, i.e., c
in which the set of 
III. AN EXAMPLE: SCHLÖ GL MODEL
As t an illustration of the above formalism we consider the 
or the domain size becomes small the system will tend to the bistable values of the homogeneous system. We now ¥ study this situation in detail. For zero-flux boundary conditions or for c 
. Thus, the formal solution, Eq.´4µ reduces to
The c reaction rates corresponding to the mechanism 
we rewrite in the form 
and " respectively. We obtain the following system of two algebraic equations: 
FRANCISCO CHÁ VEZ AND RAYMOND KAPRAL PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 ® the°system has periodic boundary conditions. In this case c BO takes°the form of a weighted average of the concentrations°of the last and the first domains, depending on their distances to the boundaries, and is a consequence of the linearity ± of the interdomain concentration profile. The ² prefactors can be readily evaluated:
It can also be shown that w 
This form satisfies the boundary conditions
¡ After performing the required integrations and subject to the same ½ approximations we arrive at 
The cusp-shaped bistability region in the U -V parameter plane is shown in Fig. 2 . We investigate the effect of the sizes and distribution of the°reactive domains on the nature of the stationary states. We assume that the Schlögl reaction occurs on a substrate consisting £ of a collection of domains of types 1 and 2 of length W l t : only the first reaction step can occur on type-1 domains while type-2 domains support the second reaction step. 
